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INTRODUCTION 
A FIBERED LINK in a 3-dimensional manifold M is a collection of disjointly imbedded 
circles L = LI U . . . U Lk such that M - L is the total space of a fiber bundle over S’. 
M - L is therefore homeomorphic to F x I with ends glued by a homeomorphism h 
cf F. One generally requires that the fiber F meet L nicely so that h determines the 
pair (M, L) and the boundary of the closure F of F is L. When M = S3 this means P 
is a Seifert surface for L. Alexander [l] proved that every 3-manifold contains a 
fibered link. 
In the classical case M = S3 and k = 1 it was shown by Neuwirth[lO] and 
Stallings[l2] that a knot L is fibered if and only if the commutator subgroup of 
x,(M -L) is finitely generated or, equivalently, free. In the geometric vein 
Murasugi[9] and Stallings[l3] have given techniques for constructing fibered knots 
and links: 
The first we will use involves “plumbing” a simple fibered link of two components 
to a more complicated one. A sequence of plumbings increases the genus of the fiber 
to any needed size. The name for this operation comes from the fact that the 
topological type of the new fiber is that obtained by matching the two old fibers along 
neighborhoods of properly imbedded arcs (Fig. 3). 
The second construction, called “twisting,” involves a It 1 surgery on a circle 
C C F which is unknotted in S3. When the Seifert linking of C is correct this surgery 
replaces the homeomorphism h by its composition with a Dehn twist about C. The 
conditions guarantee a new fibered pair in S3. The roots of this operation are in[81. 
This connection between Dehn twists and surgery brings in the calculus of framed 
links [7] and allows us to prove in § l-3 our main result: 
THEOREM 1. Ellery fibered link in S3 is related to the unknot by a sequence of these 
two operations. 
In 44 we consider the case of an arbitrary 3-dimensional manifold. The plumbing 
construction is local and therefore has an easy generalization. 
The twisting expands, however, to a new operation called a “double twist”. This is 
again a surgery operation which provides extra Dehn twists in h, but it involves two 
circles on parallel copies of the fiber. The circles must cobound an annulus in M3 and 
there is again a linking requirement. 
When one of the circles bounds a disk on F this reduces to the standard twisting. 
We then prove: 
THEOREM 2. Any two fibered links in M3 are related by a sequence of these rwc 
generalized operations. 
The replacement of twisting with double-twisting is necessary because the formr 
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does not alter the homotopy class If L; yet any 
represented by a fibered knot[6]. 
Discussions with Paul Melvin fir drew me to 
element of [n,M, ~,A41 can be 
constructing fibered knots. Joan 
Bit-man suggested the particular form)f the problem here. John Stallings and Robion 
Kirby encouraged me throughout. I Msh to thank them all. 
§~.CONSTRUCIONS OF FIBERED LINKS 
Let M3 be a smooth, closed, connecd oriented 3-manifold and let L C M’ be a link 
with normal D’-bundle N(L). SupposecF: M’ - (interior N(L))-+ S’ is a fiber bundle 
projection with fiber F and j: L X D* +4(L) is an identification such that cp O~]MB~ is
projection.onto the second factor. ThenL is called a jibered link and the pair (F, L) is 
a fibered pair. Since rp is a bundle mapling, M’- (interior N(L)) is diffeomorphic to 
the quotient of F x Z by an equivalence x,0) - (h(x). 1) where h is a diffeomorphism 
of F. We may always assume h is the idenity on al? The map h is called the monodromy 
of Land is well-defined up to isotopy and conjugation in Diff-(F) (orientation preserving 
diffeomorphisms of F, F is naturally oriented by A4 and is connected). Throughout § l-3 
we will assume M = S3, returning to the general case in 34. 
The simplest non-trivial example of a fibered link is the Hopf link of Fig. 1 (called 
right-handed in (a) and left-handed in (b)). Its fiber surface is the twisted annulus 
drawn and its monodromy is a Dehn twist about the core circle of that annulus (Fig. 
2). Further examples may be found in[13]. 
We wish to describe two constructions of fibered links: 
(A) Plumbing Hopf pairs 
Suppose (F, L) is afibered pair in S3 and cy c F is an arc with endpoints on 8F. We can 
find a 3-cell D, C S” such that 
(i) D, II F C aDa 
(ii) there is an imbedding cp=: [-1, l]x[-I, l]+F with cpo([-1, l]x{O})= 01 
and image (cp) = D, rl F. 
In another copy of S3 take a Hopf pair (Fo, LO), either right or left handed, with an arc 
p c F,, connecting its two boundary components. Again find a 3-cell Do with the same 
properties as above and its corresponding map cpp. 
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Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
Identify aD, with aD, by an orientation reversing map f satisfying f(cp,(x, y)) = 
(PS(Y, x). Form 
(S3 - int(D,)) U, (S3 - int(D@)) 
and 
F ‘Jflim(q_,) Fo- 
The result is a new surface F’ C S3 (Fig. 3) with boundary L’. Stallings [I31 proves 
(F’, L’) is a fibered pair. The monodromy h’ of F’ may be chosen as h 0 D’(C) where h 
is the monodromy for L on F and the identity on F’- F, C is the center circle of the 
annulus F,, E = 1 (resp. -1) for a right (resp. left) handed Hopf link and D(C) denotes 
a right-handed Dehn twist about C. 
Remarks (1) If I. has only one component L’ will have two. However, we may 
immediately plumb on an extra Hopf pair of the same sign to (F’, L’) if we desire to 
obtain a knot L” (Fig. 4). Call the result (F, L)+ (F’, L’)+(F”, L”), operation (A,). 
Note that (F”, L”) is constructed from (F, L) by plumbing on a trefoil knot. 
(2) Examples of fibered knots which can be built from the unknot by plumbing a 
sequence of Hopf pairs are the torus knots, figure-eight, square, granny, Turk’s head 
and more generally any knot which can can be presented as a homogeneous briad 
(see [13] for the definition). A simple example of Melvin and Morton (unpublished) of 
a knot which is not built in this way is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
(B) Twisting 
Consider again the fibered pair (F, L) and suppose C C F is an imbedded circle 
which is unknotted in S3. Let S,, & be +l and suppose lk(C, C’)+ 6, = 62 where C’ is 
a copy of C pushed in the positive normal direction to F and Ik(C, C’) is the linking 
number of C and C’, computed with parallel orientations. Perform a surgery to S3 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
using C as follows: Let A be an annulur neighborhood of C in F and write N for the 
solid torus obtained by thickening A to one side of F. Remove N and reglue it by the 
map of figure 6. This map sends a meridian of N to a meridian + a parallel copy of C 
along F. The surgery coefficient (i.e. the image in H,(aN) of the meridian) is then 
easily seen to be 82. Since C is unknotted and Sz = +l the resulting manifold is again 
S3. 
The main feature here is that (F, L) is transformed into a new fibered pair (F’, L’). 
Away from N the fibering is the same but as we pass across N a Dehn twist about C 
occurs; the monodromy h’ of (F’, L’) is therefore h 0 D‘?C) with h the original 
monodromy for (F, L). 
As an example consider Fig. 7 with 6, = Sz = 1. The resulting knot is the example 
of Fig. 5 (to see this “blow down” the circle C [7]). 
We are now ready to state the main theorem of the paper: 
THEOREM 1. Let (F, L) be any fibered pair in S3. Then there are two jibered pairs 
(FI, LI), (F2, L2) such that 
(1) (F2, L2) is constructed from the unknot by using operations of type (A). 
(2) (FI, LJ is obtained from (F, L) using (A) and 
(3) (F1, L,) may be changed into (F2, L2) using (B). 
If L is a knot we may substitute operation (AI) for operation (A) so that L, and L2 
are knots. 
Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7. 
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92. DEHN TWISTS AND SURGERY 
Our purpose in this section is to introduce the techniques necessary to prove 
Theorem 1. The first task is to relate Dehn twists and Dehn surgeries in the context of 
fibered links. The reader familiar with [8] will recognize the technique. 
Let h be a choice for the monodromy of the fibered pair (F, Il.). Recall that h is an 
orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of F which fixes aF pointwise. A theorem of 
Dehn[3] and Lickorish[8] states that h is isotopic rel aF to a product of Dehn twists 
about imbedded circles in F. Let g = genus F, r + 1 = number of components of 8F. 
For convenience we will write 
(*I h = D(cq)D(p,) 0 . . . 0 D((Y~)D(&)D(Y,) 0 . . . 0 D(rr) ’ D”(C,) 0 . . .o D’s(C,) 
where ~1, PI,. . . , ag, &, YI,. . . , y, is a geometrically symplectic basis for F, i.e. 
CY_i fl (Yj = (Yi fl pj = pi II flj =0 i#j 
(Yi fl pi = one point Vi 
and 
Put 
yi n "j = yi n pj = yi n ')$ = 0 Vi, j and k# i. 
ho = D((YJD(PI) 0 . . . 0 D(cY~)D(&)D(Y,) 0. . . 0 D(rr). 
LEMMA 2.1. If {(Yi, pi, ‘yk} is a geometrically sympfectic basis for F, ho may be 
identified as the monodromy of the fibered link 
K=K,#... # &#I&,,#. . . #K,+, 
where Ki is a “left-handed” trefoil knot, 1 5 i 5 g, and a right-handed Hopf link, 
g + 15 i 5 g + r (# is connected sum along any component). 
K may be constructed from the trivial knot by plumbing Hopf pqirs. 
Proof. The trefoil knot is obtained by plumbing as in Fig. 8. 
The monodromy is D(X,)D(Xz), X1, XZ pictured in figure 9. An iterative argument 
shows that K is built by plumbing and the monodromy for K is a product of Dehn 
twists about a geometrically symplectic basis for F. Since any two such may be 
identified by a diffeomorphism of F, the lemma follows. 0 
+ 
Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 9. 
Return now to (F, L) with monodromy h factored as in (*). Let the link K of 
lemma 2.1 have fiber G and write G1, . . . , G, for parallel, disjoint copies of G, fibers 
over ordered points pI, . . . , ps on S’. Place Ci on Gi. (F, L) is obtained from (G, K), 
by performing a surgery on the circles Ci compatible with the fibering of (G, K) as in 
§I (Fig. 6). The framing for Ci (the linking number of Ci and the image of a meridian 
circle after surgery) is ni = ei + Ik(Ci, c) where G is a parallel copy of Ci on Gi. 
Proceeding around the base the Dehn twist Dei(Ci) occurs as we pass the point pi. The 
total monodromy is now h. 
Let 6p = U fzl Ci C S3. Each Ci is framed so 2 is a framed link in S3 [7]. One writes 
M(Z) for the 3-manifold described by surgery on 9. In our case, since (F, L) is a 
fibered link in S3, M(T) = S3. 
We make some preliminary observations about the relationship between (F, L) and 
9. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose .Y is the unlink of S components. Then (F, L) can be constructed 
from the unknot by (A) plumbing Hopf pairs and (B) twisting. If L is a knot we may 
substitute (A,) for (A). 
Proof. (G, K) is built by (A) ((A,) if K is a knot). Since Y is an unlink and surgery 
on 8 gives S3, each ni must be + 1 (see, e.g. [7 or 111). Writing (Fi, Li) for the fibered 
pair with monodromy ho 0 P(C,) Q . . . 0 D’i(Ci), 0 5 i C: s, we see that (F,, L,J = (G, K), 
(F,, L,) = (F, L) and (Fi, Li) is obtained from (F;-1, Li-l)‘by a twist on C, with 61 = l i, 
82 = ni. cl 
Of course in general 2 will be a much more complicated link (in fact it is not hard 
to show that any framed link presentation of S3 can arise in this way (compare [S]). To 
deal with this we will therefore need to describe two moves which alter Y but leave 
M(Z) fixed: 
(MI) Replace Y by 3 where 9’ = 9 U C with C an unknotted circle contained in 
a 3-ball which misses 9~‘. The framing on C must be 21. This is referred to as “blowing 
up” the circle C and the reverse operation is called blowing down C. If W(Z) = 
B4 U 2-handles attached to the components of 9 with framing ni, then W(Y) = 
W(6P)B f CP2. 
(Mz) Replace 5? by Y where all components of 9’ are the same as in 2 except the 
jth which has been added to a push-off of the ith along a band B. This corresponds to 
sliding the jth 2-handle over the ith so that W(Y”)= W(Z). An example is given in 
Fig. 10. Notice that the new framing ni equals ni + ni + 2 Ik(Ci, Cj) where Ik(Ci, Ci) is 
the linking of Ci and Cj, computed with orientations which match along B (extend to 
an orientation of 8B). 
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Fig. 10. 
Our analysis from now on will depend on the following. 
THEOREM (Kirby [7]). Let A?,, T2 be framed finks in S3. Then M(Z,) = M(&) if and 
only if 2, may be transformed into 2Y2 by a sequence of the moves (Ml), its inverse and 
(MI). 
Returning to our situation we must make preparations to apply this theorem with 
2 = 3, the framed link associated to (F, L) 2& the empty link (or any unlink in view 
of lemma 2.2) and M(Zi) = S3. We will need two further technical operations on 
fibered links. 
Operation C. Recall that we have (F, L) with monodromy h factored as in (*), and 
curves Ci C Gi with 3 = U Ci. Fix i and let (Y C Gi be any arc connecting Ci to 8Gi 
such that CY meets .Ci and 8Gi only at its ends. Choose two arcs /3,, /32 properly 
imbedded in Gi (i.e. pi f~ 8Gi = api) which are disjoint, disjoint from cy and miss Ci. 
(Figure 11, a or b.) 
We perform a two step operation. First plumb two Hopf pairs of opposite sign to 
(G, K) using PI and &. Denote the core circles of these pairs by -yl, y2. Since the 
plumbing construction is local (F, L) receives two Hopf pairs as well. Construct a 
circle Ci by band summing yI to y2 and a circle C,! by banding Ci to Ci along (Y (Fig. 
12 corresponds to llb, lla is similar). Step 2 of the operation is to replace D(Ci) by 
D(C:!) in (*). This is construction (C). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (F’, L’) be obtained from (F, L) by construction’ (C). Then 
\ 
_ . . 
T 
. . 
Pz .~.’ . . . 
7 PI 
(a) a 
(b) ox . - * ‘7 -_‘_: 
. . . . . - 
Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 12. 
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(F’, IL’) is a jibered pair in S3 which may also be built from (F, L) by two applications 
of construction (A) and one of construction (B). 
Proof. The aim of our proof is to show that a twist on the circle CI (which, being 
disjoint from Ci and C’i, still lies on Gi) will alter (F’, G’) into a fibered pair (F”, L”) 
constructable from (F, L) by plumbing on two Hopf pairs. Since the twisting con- 
struction is reversible this will prove the lemma. 
TO replace D’i(Ci) by D’i(C;) insert 
P’> D-‘i(Ci)D’i(C’~) 
after Dci(Ci) in (*). (F’, L’) is therefore described by two extra surgeries on a parallel 
surface Gi+l/l between Gi and Gi+l. Next note that C{ bounds a 2-disk in S3 which 
misses Ci and cl; (but not L’). Also, on F’ lk (C:, C:‘) = 0 so inclusion of DYC:) after 
(*‘) in (*) accomplishes a twist as predicted to reach (F”, I,“). The new pair (F”, I,“) 
now differs from (F, L) by two plumbings and three surgeries. 
If one pushes Ci, C: and C’/ off Gi+l/z the local picture is figure 13. First slide C’; over Ci 
to obtain Fig. 14. Then slide the two bands over Ci and C: (Fig. 15, compare [7] for the 
picture of a typical slide). 
From here C: has no effect and C’il can be used to pull Ci from the picture (slide 
anything linking Cl over C’i). Since the two twists in the bands cancel, one sees that 
(F”, I.“) differs from (F, L) by two applications of construction (A). Cl 
. . . i . ‘L . . . 
ci 
Fig. 13. 
Fig. 14. 
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full twists 
Fig. 15. 
Operation (D). Again take a fibered pair (F, L) with monodromy h factored as in 
(*), (G, K) the link of lemma 2.1, 9 = U Ci with each Ci on a COPY Gi C S3 of G. Fix i 
and let Ci C Gi - Ci be an imbedded circle such that: 
(a) Ci ’ J -C’i is the oriented boundary of A C M(S'), an embedded annulus with 
C: . A = C:’ - A = 2 1 (a denotes intersection number and + now denotes the “push 
off” along Gi + an Ei full twist). 
(b) Some arc y connecting Ci to Ci along A may be deformed rel boundary into an 
arc y'c F. 
The existence of _A guarantees that replacing Ci by c gives a new fibered pair 
(F’, L’) in S3. This is construction (D). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (F’, L’) be obtained from (F, L) by construction (D). Then there are 
fibered pairs (F,, L,), (F;, LI) such that 
(1) (F,, LJ is obtained from (F, L) by operations (A), (B) 
(2) (F;, LI) is obtained from (F’, L’) by operation (B) and 
(3) (F,, L,) may be transformed into (F;, L;) using (A) and (C). 
Proof. We will give most of the proof now delaying one of the details for 03. 
Suppose first that Ci is unknotted in M(Z). G will be also. 
For (I), connect y’ n Ci (see (b) above) to JGi by an arc (r in Gi - C: (if a doesn’t 
exist reverse the roles of Ci and CI). In a small neighborhood of Q n Gi plumb on the 
six Hopf pairs of Fig. 16. Let I = Ik(Ci, Ci) computed in M(9). Form circles Ci, C! by 
adding Ci to the circle x2 along (Y, then C: to x1 along (Y. Now perform III e-twists to 
the circle x0 of Fig. 16 with E = sign 1. The circles Ci and c will now be the unlink of 
two components in M(Y). This is (F,, LJ. 
For (2), perform an Ei twist on ci and a -Ei twist to Ci. These two applications of 
construction (B) give us (F;, L;). 
Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 17. 
To see (3) recall (F’, L’) is obtained from (F, L) by surgery on Ci and c. First 
plumb on the six Hopf pairs of step (1) to (F’, I_,‘). Perform operation (C) twice using 
(Y, changing Ci to CL and C: to c. NOW twist ~0 111 times, reaching (F;, L;). The only 
thing left to check is that the latter is construction (B), i.e. x0 bounds a disk in M(Y), 
9’ = Y U Ci U Cr. To construct this disk, band sum across A the meridianal disk of the 
solid torus sewn in at Cj to the one at c. It is not hard to check that the result is 
isotopic to x0. 
When Ci is knotted we must perform twists to reduce to the former case. Let 7 be 
an arc in S’ connecting two points of Ci. Extend 7) across A to meet C: at both ends. 
In 43 we will prove that by plumbing Hopf pairs and using construction (C) we may 
assume YJ lies on Gi and intersects Ci, CI only as specified (4 points). Isotoping q near 
8F pulling Ci, C?i along (this may require operation (C) to clear the way) we perform 
operation (C) four times and plumb on two extra Hopf pairs as in Fig. 17. A twist or 
the circle y changes the crossings of Ci simultaneously preserving the annulus A. 
Iterating this with a program to unknot Ci by changing crossings returns us to the 
previous case. We do this in steps 1 and 3 in place of the first stage of simply 
plumbing on the Hopf pairs. An argument similar to that for x0 shows y bounds a disk 
in S3 at the key point. Cl 
93. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We now prove our main result, Theorem 1 of 01. 
Proof. Let (F, L) have monodromy h factored as in (*) of 02. Again we have the 
pair (G, K) of Lemma 2.1 and the associated framed link _Y = Uf=, Ci. As mentioned in 
section 2 9 can be changed into the empty link using moves (MJ and (Mz), It is not 
difficult to see that we may first apply (MI) some number of times, then (Mz) to 
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transform 3 into an unlink. This will correspond to (Fz, Lz), and Lemma 2.2 proves 
statement (1) of the theorem. We deal with these two moves separately: 
(MI). Choose a 2-disc AC G with A O Ci = 0Vi. The Dehn twist D(aA) is isotopic 
to the identity so we may replace (*) by its composition with D”(aA) without 
changing (F, L). This is easily seen to alter _Y by (M,). 
(Ml). We divide this into several steps. 
Step 1. It is convenient to have Ci fl Cj = 0 i # j. Suppose that Ci n Cj # 0 for some 
i < j but Ci rl Ck = Ck fl Cj = 0, Vk with i < k < j. Choose a point p E {Ci f3 Cj} and 
connect p to K by an arc (Y. Let C, be the last circle (Y intersects before aF. Perform 
operation (C) to C, using cx and two small arcs at aF. This alters (G, K) but eliminates 
this point of CY rl C,. Eventually (Y meets U Ci only at p. 
Now two applications of operation (C) as in figure 18 eliminate p from {Ci O Cj}. 
Eventually we achieve our aim and Ci n Cj = 0, i# j. 
Step 2: We are ready to perform a handle slide, adding Ci to Cj using the band B. 
By step 1 we may deform {C,} so that all lie on the same copy Go of the surface G. 
We will alter (G, K) so that the band B also lies on Go missing each Ck (except at its 
ends). 
Step 2(a). Our first task is to eliminate all intersections of B and Go except for the 
ends of B at Ci and Cj. By transversality we may assume B O Go is arcs in the interior 
of Go. Let y be such an arc. Connect y to aG,, by an arc (Y and perform a sequence of 
operations of type (C) as in step 1 to empty (cy - &Y) O {C,}. Now simply push y along 
cx off Gi,. 
/ 
18. Fig. 
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Step 2(b). Connect B rl C; to aGo by an arc and as in steps 1 and 2a eliminate its 
intersections with {C,}. An initial segment of B may then be deformed to lie on Go 
connecting B O Ci to aGo. After the same trick is used on B O C, we see that B lies in 
Go - (U Ci) except for a middle segment Bo which lies in S3-int(G,J with its ends on 
aGo. 
Step 2(c). Our next move is to “unlink” B. from the surface Go. Go has a 
handle-decomposition inherited from the plumbing information: each Hopf pair con- 
tributes a l-handle hi’ = B’X B’ attached along aB’ x B’C a(h’), h”(- B’) the O- 
handle. 
Recall that the fiber surface for a Hopf link is an unknotted annulus S’ x I C S3. Its 
core circle S’ x {l/2} therefore bounds a disk D’, so each handle hi’ comes with a 
2-disk Di. Notice that these are not necessarily disjoint but a standard “innermost 
closed curve” argument arranges that the only intersections are arcs and that 0; - 
U j+i Dj is connected. 
Consider B. f-10; for some i. Avoiding the other Dj isotope a component near to 
Di fl ah”. The local picture is Fig. 19(a). Plumb on two Hopf pairs as in Fig. 19(b). B. 
can then be rerouted along Go. The component of B n Di is not eliminated, rather 
Bo(= the part of B not on Go) is split so that B. misses this component. This 
complicates G but it is still built by plumbing Hopf pairs. Continuing we will have 
B. O Di = B. O int(Go) = 0, Vi. 
Step 2(d). Now B lies in int(Go) - UCk except for a collection of bands, the 
components of Bo, unlinked from GO. Plumbing Hopf links to Go we may move the 
ends of all the bands to a single small arc I’ C aGo. Now the complicated part.of B lies 
in a small region containing P. To finish this step we need 
Fig. 19. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let X C S3 be any surface with aX# 0. Then X C T where T is the 
connected sum of right and left handed trefoil knots (and therefore (T, i?T) is built by 
plumbing Hopf pairs). 
This will finish Step 2(d) because we can let X = ail bands B0 + a small neighbor- 
hood of I in Go and then place B,, on the boundary connected sum of T with Go along l?. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Represent X as a twisted neighborhood of a plat with its 
ends sewn together at the bottom (Fig. 20a). 
It is not hard to see that Fig. 20(b) is a representation of a connected sum of 
trefoils. Each half-crossing in the plat can be placed on a half crossing in (b). Any 
extra twists incurred in the bands may be accounted for at the base of Fig. 20(b). 
Remark. Notice that the analysis of Steps 1 and 2 applies easily to any arc 
connecting two Cc, so we have filled in the gap in the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
.- . . . . . . . . 
(b) : 
Fig. 20. 
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Fig. 21. 
Step 3. We have now reached the stage where a “handle slide” takes place. To 
slide Ci over Ci using B first connect Cj to aGo and perform operation C (Figure 21a). 
Here the block denotes a full twist, right-handed if Ei(the exponent of D(Cj) in (*)) is 
+ 1, left-handed if l j = - 1. 
Let Cl be a circle parallel to Ci except that Ci does not pass over the inner Hopf 
pair. Construct c by banding Ci to c using B (Fig. 21b). Notice that C; lies parallel 
to Cj on Go except for the Ej twist of the figure. Thus Cj is a “push-off” of Cj. C: is 
then the band sum of Ci with the push-off of Cj SO replacing Ci by C: is the 
handle-slide required. This is construction (D) because: 
(a) Ci, c cobound an annulus A in M(Z), namely the strip parallel to Ci plus the 
band B together with a disk C; bounds across the surgery on Cj. Ci * A = C{. A = one 
point (the same one, somewhere in the strip). 
(b) There is an arc connecting Ci to Ci cutting across the strip. 
This completes I&. 
Thus far we have shown that we may move from (F, L). to the unknot using 
applications of constructions (A), its inverse and (B). To prove the theorem we must 
discuss interchanging the order of the operations: 
(1) First we claim that a sequence 
can be altered to 
(F, L) - (‘) (F’, L’) -% (F”, ,“) 
(F,L)- 
(A) (,,,,, LV,) 2 (F”, ,M). 
To see this start with C C F for the /3 C F’ for the plumbing. When the 
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surface F is altered to F’ and then to F” we still have the circle C around, call it 
C” C F”. Let Dp3 C S3 be the 3-cell containing the Hopf pair added using LY. C” n 
int 0, = 9 so C” bounds a disk disjoint from int Da,. (F”‘, L”‘) is thus obtained from 
(F”, L”) by twisting along C”. Clearly (F”‘, L”‘) + (F”, L”) is operation (B). (F, L) + 
(F”‘, L”‘) is operation (A) because the disk for C” misses 0~. 
(2) The sequence 
(F, L) -% (F’ L’) & (F”, L”) 
may be altered to 
(F, L) & (F”‘, L”‘) -% (F”, L”). 
This is based on the following: Let (F, L) be fibered with monodromy h and 
designate one normal direction to F as + and the other as - . Suppose (F’, L’) is 
obtained from (F, L) by plumbing on a Hopf pair to the + side of F using (Y. Pushing 
the band around by h then shows that (F’, L’) is also obtained from (F, L) by a 
plumbing to the - side using I. 
Now if (F’, L’)+(F, L)usedo and(F’, L’)+(F”, L”)used a’,then(F, L)+(F”‘, L”‘) 
uses (Y’ and (F”‘, L”‘) + (F”, L”) is either peeling off at cu or at h(a) whichever lies on the 
opposite side of the operation (F’, L’)- (F”, L”). 
Using these two changes we can push all iterations of (A) to the beginning and all 
iterations of (A)-’ to the end, thus describing exactly the statement of the theorem. 
Observe that throughout the proof a second linked plumbing of the same sign never 
interferes with the work. This establishes the replacement of (A) by (A,) for knots. Cl 
44. THE CASE OF AN ARBITRARY 3-MANIFOLD 
We would like to extend our theorem to fibered links in an arbitrary 3-manifold. In 
the case of a knot it is clear that the moves used for S3 will not suffice because neither 
changes the homotopy class of the knot and all elements of 7r1(M3) can be so 
represented[6]. What we shall do is therefore replace construction B by an operation 
B’ reminiscent of construction D from 02. 
Let (F, L) be a fibered pair in M3. Denote by F,, Fz two parallel copies of F and 
let Ci C Fi be imbedded circles. Put ei = 21. We require: 
(1) There is an annulus A imbedded in M with 8A = C, U Cz (orient A and thereby 
C, and C?). 
(2) Putting C; for the oriented circle obtained by pushing off Ci along Fi with one 
extra E; full twist, CT and Cl must intersect A in algebraically one point each with 
opposite signs. 
Surgery on C, and C? with framings determined by Ct and Ct will return us to M3 and 
construct another fibered pair (F’, L’). Call this construction B’. 
By restricting to a coordinate chart, construction (A) may be performed to an 
arbitrary M3; call it (A’). We can now state: 
THEOREM 2. Let (F, L) and (F’, L’) befiberedpairs in M3. Then therearejiberedpairs 
(F,, L,) and (F’?, L?) such that 
(1) (Fz, Lz) is obtained from (F, L) using operation (A’), 
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(2) (F,, L,) is constructed from (F’, L’) using (A’) and 
(3) (F,, 15,) may be changed into (Fz, L2) using (B’). 
Proof. First plumb on Hopf pairs to (F, L) and (F’, L’) until the surfaces F, F’ are 
diffeomorphic. Now we can compare their monodromy mappings directly. 
Let yI, . . . , yk be imbedded circles in F which form a geometrically symplectic 
basis of F. Then ho = D(r,) * * - D(-)%) is the monodromy for a fibered pair (G, K) in S3. 
Write 
h, = hc, 0 D”(C,> 0 . . . 0 P(C,), 
h* = ho 0 D”(C,> 0 . . * ’ D’r(cr) a [D(%)D-‘(r,)l ’ . . . ’ [D(yk)D-'(yk)], 
and 
where h, is the monodromy for (F, I.) and h3 is the monodromy for (F’, L’). Of 
course hi is isotopic to h,. Now the three factorings determine framed links T,, 9?*, 
93 C such that M(Z,) = Mu = = M. Furthermore, if 
Wi = x I + trace of the surgeries for Zi not already in Y,, i = 2, 3, 
then the conditions on {n} guarantee that r,(Wi) = 0. (Proof: n,( Wi) = r,(M(Y,)) 
modulo the relations introduced by the yi* But r,(F) maps onto rr,(M(Z,)) and the yi 
normally generate r,(F).) 
We now apply a simplified version of a theorem of Fenn and Rourke ([4]) to 
conclude that &- 9, may be altered into 23-Y, by the two moves (M,), (MZ) 
keeping 9, fixed. Before beginning, perform the 1st step of the proof of theorem 1 to 
Z’,, & and Z3(9, C 2~ C 93) to obtain components disjoint on Go. Our analysis then 
goes through as before to perform the transformation of 9~ - 3, to 23 - 9,. 
From here we see we have changed (F’, L’) to a fibered pair (F”, II”) with monodromy 
h” = h, o (o”(x,) O. . . ’ Df2k(xzk)) 
where h” determines 9’ = 9, U 2k-circles isotopic as a framed link to ZZ - 3,. Since the 
circles of J& - 9, are paired and bound annuli on F as described for construction B’, the 
xi also have this property and the final stage of alteration h”+ h, changes (F”, L”) to 
(F, L) using (B’). 
It is not difficult to analyze the permuting of the operations as in Theorem 1, so 
Theorem 2 is proven. 0 
85. REMARKS 
(I) Melvin has noted that the knot of figure 5 is stably built by plumbing. To see 
this, first peel off the two Hopf pairs on the sides. This leaves Fig. 22(a). Now plumb 
on a left-handed Hopf pair as in Fig. 22(b). Slide h, and h2 over h3, then slide h3 over 
h, to obtain Fig. 22(c). Peel off the Hopf pair at h, and slide h3 over hz to obtain Fig. 
22(d). hz and h3 now peel off and we’re done. 
This suggests the following questions: 
(a) Can the twisting operation be omitted entirely? 
(b) Can the stabilization (F, L)+(F,, L,) be eliminated? 
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Let B C S3 be a closed braid with axis A. Suppose that there is a 3-fold dihedral 
Fig. 22. 
covering S3 -$ S3 branched along B. Then p-‘(A) is a fibered knot. Birman[2] has 
proven that every fibered knot arises in this way where B is a link of two components, 
algebraically unlinked, with one component unknotted. She conjectures that we can 
choose B as the unlink of two components. Melvin and Morton observe that this 
implies a positive answer to our question (a). Their proof depends on a reduction of 
the braid B to the trivial braid of two strands using Markov moves. 
(2) Let (Fo, KC,), -(F,, K,) be fibered pairs in S3 where each Ki is a knot. Let 
p, : S3 - fi(&)+ S1 be the bundle maps. We say (FO, I&,) is fiber-concordant to 
. 
. 
Fig. 23. 
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(F,, KJ if there is an annulus AC S3 x I with A n S3 x {i} = K,, i = 0,l and a fiber- 
bundle projection P : (S3 x I) - $(A) * S’ such that P IS3 x {i} = p,. Concordance 
classes form a group FB13. 
In our main theorem when L is a knot we construct (F,, L,) from (F, L) by 
plumbing on trefoil knots. We need some notation: write (F, L) = (Go, KO); (G,, K,) = 
(El, LJ and let (Gi, Ki) be obtained from (Gi-,, Ki-,) by plumbing on an Ei-handed 
trefoil knot using the arc ai C Gi-,. Notice that Gi C F, for each i so, moving the 
endpoints slightly so they lie in aF,, there are copies a;, . . . , ai of each ai in F,. In 
reverse order, plumb on trefoil knots to each cr{ with sign - ei. Call the result (F;, L;). 
We claim that (F;, L;) is fiber-concordant to (F, L), thus we have the 
COROLLARY. Everyfibered knot in S3 is fiber-concordant to one which is built from the 
unknot by first applying operations of type (A) and then operations of type (B). 
To prove the claim, let (GI, KI) be constructed from (Gi, Ki) by plumbing on, in 
reverse order, trefoil knots of opposite sign using a;, . . . , ai (now thought of as lying 
in (Gi, Ki)). (G,, K,) = (F;, L;) and (Go, Ko) = (F, L). We will show (GI, Ki) is fiber- 
concordant to (G:-,, K:-,). 
For this observe that (G’i, K:) is constructed from (G’i-,, K:-,) by plumbing on a 
square knot (Fig. 23). The square knot is null-fiber concordant since it arises as the 
boundary of the pair (B3 x I,p x I), /3 C B3 an arc tied in a trefoil. It is not difficult to 
see that this null-concordance provides the fiber-concordance we need. Cl 
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